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Content 
A survey of  some security and privacy issues related 
to big data. 

Will organize according to who is collecting/storing 
data 

!  Intelligence agencies 

!  The private sector 

!  The public sector 



The intelligence agencies 

•  Massive amounts of  data collected, on essentially all 
internet traffic. Regardless of  whether users involved are 
suspects.  

•  Mass surveillance seems to be going on since 9/11. 
•  NSA apparently initiated a program to influence 

standards for internet traffic to make them less secure. 
Confirmed from other sources (than Snowden). 



Is it a problem? 
!  How much surveillance is acceptable? Targeted or 

not?  

!  Do we have anything to hide? 

!  Cannot live with an Internet where everyone has 
access to everything. 

!  Intelligence agency activity is making the Internet 
less secure for everyone. 



What to do? 
!  International action required. 

!  Efforts to weaken security protocols have to be 
stopped. 

!  Must have a debate to find out what we are willing 
to accept.  

!  Should the police always have a possibility to get 
access under certain conditions? 



The Private Sector 

!  Huge amounts of  data collected by thousands of  companies. 

!  Used to direct advertisement to particular users 

!  Helps companies to learn about consumer behavior and 
decision making 

!  MasterCard earned about 340 mill $ in 2013 from selling 
data on spending patterns. 



Example: Target 
!  Target: major US supermarket chain 

!  Has large customer database: who buys what and 
when. 

!  Would like to influence customer habits. Best 
timing: when big life changing events occur. 

!  Fx. when you get a child. So: can you tell from the 
database whether a woman is pregnant and how far 
she is? 



Lesson to learn 
!  User gives consent to give away certain types of  

data.  

!  But from big collections of  such data, totally 
different types of  information may be extractable. 

!  Are current regulations good enough? 



The Digital World 
!  Facebook, Google, etc. They are free!.. 

!  ..or are they? 

!  Yes and No! 

!  Advertisement based services make a living from 
being good at targeting ads to users. Works, only if  
they know us well enough! 

!  We strike a deal: my data for your service.  

!  Do we realize there is a deal? Is the deal fair? 



What are we worth? 
!  Disclaimer: very large grains of  salt required on this 

slide! 

!  How much is Google search worth to a user? Hal Varian, 
chief  Google economist: about 500$/year for average 
US user, in saved time to search for answers. 

!  How much is a user worth to Google? Various estimates, 
based on Google revenue and unique number of  
searchers, range from 30 to 60$/year. 

!  Cannot calculate directly from such numbers, use as 
food for thought: how valuable is Google to YOU? How 
much is YOUR data worth? 



(My) Conclusions 
!  The Googles and Facebooks are not necessarily the 

bad guys.  

!  But our (business) relation with them is totally 
unclear to most users. 

!  I think everyone would be better off  if  companies 
were more up-front about the fact that a deal is 
being struck with users. 

!  Avoid un-easyness and myths, e.g., about under-
cover selling of  private data. 



The Public Sector 
!  The public sector has large amounts of  data on all 

of  us. Health data, tax data, etc.. 

!  Everyone agrees that these should be confidential. 

!  Usually, the key used to look up data on a person is 
the CPR number. 

!  Lots of  recent events show that the CPR number of  
a person is quite easy to get hold of. How serious is 
this and what do we do about it?  



(mis)-Uses of  CPR 
!  CPR was introduced to get a unique pointer to each 

Danish person. Much needed now and then. 

!  Your CPR-number is secret?  

!  In practice NO! given your birthdate and sex, on average 
40 guesses enough to hit the right number. 

!  So CPR number alone cannot be used to prove your 
identity! 

!  But it can be used for look-up in public-sector databases 
(this was the original purpose).  

!  Yes, those data are confidential. Should therefore be 
handled with proper access control. Nothing to do with 
confidentiality of  CPR numbers! 



Anonomized Data 
!  When personalized data is released from databases, say 

for research, regulations require them to be 
anonymized: names etc, must be removed. 

!  Is this secure? 

!  Often NO: cross-references to public non-anonymous 
data often breaks security.  

!  The Govenor of  Massachusetts 

!  Sometimes it goes wrong even aggregated statistics is 
released. Better Solutions: add noise to data before 
release, differential privacy. 



Joining Databases, MPC 
!  Joining different databases can be very important 

in research, to discover new correlations, say 
between diseases and lifestyle. 

!  But is often stopped by privacy regulations: 
forbidden to collect all databases in a single 
machine, to avoid collection of  a large dossier on a 
single person. 

!  However, there are technical solutions that allow us 
to extract the required statistics without giving 
access to all data in one place: Multiparty 
Computation. 



Multiparty Computation 
!  In a nutshell: we let the machines holding the 

databases collaborate using special encryption 
techniques. 

!  The correct statistics we wanted to extract will be 
released, but this is the only information we leak. 

!  Major focus area of  AU research group. Several 
projects involving industry. See case this afternoon.   



Conclusions 
!  Big data involves a lot of  very different security 

problems, depending on who collects and stores 
data. 

!  Some can be solved using technology – but 
sometimes legislation needs updating. 

!  Many issues require legal and political action, also 
on an international scale. 

!  Above all, we need a public debate on what we are 
willing to accept in return for improved services, 
security, knowledge.. 


